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Abstract

PubliC alarm about the spread of AIDS leads to public
Public
demand for drastic laws to contain the epidemic and to punish
those who spread it.

paper. attention is drawn to the
In this paper,

limitations of the law in achieving the modification of human
behavior.

Successes and failures in public health education

end. are mentioned,
campaigns, directed to the same end,

The author

cautions against putting too much trust in the law to achieve
virus,
containment of the AIDS virus.

However, he cites three reasons

AIDS,
for OPtimism about the developing laws on AIDS.

These are the

necessity of a rare degree of international cooperation; the
hUman
encouragement of attention to fresh approaches to laws on human
sexuality and drug taking; and the vital importance of
attention to the neglected issues of efficiency and cost
effectiveness in the design of new laws.
This last point leads to a suggestion that AIDS has
"HIL" (highly inefficient
produced three new viruses called "HIL"
laws).

HIL-I is the mandatory testing of the entire population

for HIV antibodies.

HIL-II;s
HIL-II
is the mandatory testing of

specially
speCially vulnerable groups. expecially foreigners.

HIL-III is

the mandatory requirement of HIV-free certificates at the
frontier.

The ineffectiveness and potential for

such laws are exposed.
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des
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THE SCIENCE Of ! AHMAKTNG
Drastic laws for drastic problems?

Enforceable laws have been a feature of human society
from primitive times.

The laws of the Medes and PerSians may

have been insusceptible to change.

But nowadays. laws are made

in great numbers. in every country.
changing.
courts.

They are constantly

They are made by legislators. administrators and the
Such is the number and complexity of modern lawmaking,

that it is difficult even for people who devote their entire
lives to the law and keep UP with it.
Confronted by a frightening epidemic such as Acquired
Immuno-DeficiencY SYndrome (AIDS). it is understandable that
lawmakers and those who advise them should feel the necessity
to make new laws to tackle the problem.
afraid.

The people are

Politicians and other leaders (not to say

administrators and judges) share their fears.

To do nothing in

the face of a threatened pandemiC seems passive and
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ineffectual.

To take "soft" measures in the face of the rapid

spread of a deadly virus appears to many citizens to be
pusillanimous in the extreme.
think quite simply about AIDS.

Many ordinary people tend to
In Western communities, few are

now ignorant of the existence of the virus - such has been the
media attention to it.

Most citizens know that the majority of

those suffering as a result of the virus acquired it
(apparently) through sexual activity or the use of intravenous
drugs.

Sex, drugs and death are an explosive combination.

Rules of morality, and law, which have developed to deal with
sex and drugs seem to be vindicated by the spread of a deadly
virus, seemingly the by-product of departures from chastity,
monogamy. and the abstinence from illicit drugs.

Hence there

are many in our societies who call for increasingly vigOrous
enforcement of laws on these subjects.

They do so in the

belief that this may stem the tide of the AIDS epidemic.
are wrong.

It

They

is important that those who know something about

epidemics and those who understand the operation of the law,
and the making of the law, should demonstrate their error.
Ordinary citizens have a touching faith in the
effectiveness of the law to achieve its stated objectives.
Many share with political leaders a conviction that the mere
passage of a law will 50mehow cause modification of the
stigmatised behavior and thereby solve the problem ;n hand.
Recent widespread changes in sexual morality have many
explanations.

Amongst them is clearly the aevelopment of tne

contraceptive pill.

The radical efforts of many countries to

stamp out nareo":;c ana otf"er ,illc;t drugs demonstrates me

·c', .
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'weakness of the law in tackling problems of intimate personal
'behavior.

Some people are ignorant of the law.

they know of
af it. reject it.

Others. if

Their physiological needs (whether

for sex or drugs) are mare powerful than their fears of
detection and punishment.

Moreover. they become increasinglY
increasingly

cynical about the law when they see its ineffectiveness.
ineffectiveness,

In

the distance between the letter of a law and widespread human
activity ;n
in contravention of it. lie the oPPortunities for the
market. corruption of officials and increasing disrespect
black market,
for the law.

Only highly oppressive. intrusive and expensive

law enforcement has any chance of ensuring that laws on such
very personal activities as sexual relations and drug taking,
will be effective in securing their goals.

Yet most modern

societies are unwilling to pay such an Oppressive price for
that effectiveness.

The compromise they typically strike

by law, with the challenge to
presents a dilemma in dealing, bY
by the spread of a virus such as human
hUman immuno
society presented bY
deficiency virus (HIV).
P!Jbljc
publjc

ed!!catjpo - fai1lJces
fail!Jces and S!lccesses
edllcatjpD

othel' hand,
hand. tackling the Challenge presented bY
by
On the othe~
AIDS by the use of public campaigns. and reliance upon health

defects,
education. also has serious defects.

The continuous and indeed

products. particularly in developing
growing use of tobacco products,
countries, demonstrates the difficulty of educating the public
in such a way to cause a modificat10n of widespread
wideSPread harmful
behavior.

For more than twenty years we have known of the

serious health problems caused by the use

o~

tooacco
toaacco products.

Some laws have been passed. eg to forbid SmOking 1n restaurants

,".'
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and on aeroplanes or the advertising of tobacco products.
Yet. despite these efforts, the aggregate growth of the
tobacco industry has scarcely been affected in global terms.
On the other hand there is also evidence that public
health education can sometimes be effective. particularly in
concert with well targeted laws and public health policies.
Perhaps the most vivid recent illustration of this assertion
may be seen in the World Health Organisation (WHO) campaign to
discourage the use of breast milk substitutes in developing
cDuntries 1,

It is ironic that. with the problems of nee-natal

transmission of AIDS, WHO must now contemplate a reversal of
that earlier. successful campaign and the possible
encouragement of the use of virus free breast milk substitutes
in some regions.
In connection with AIDS. there is early evidence of the
effectiveness of public health campaigns, directed at high
risk target groups, to secure relevant behavior modification,
Thus, reports suggest significant modification of sexual
behavior by homosexual and bisexual men in San Francisco 2 ,
Likewise, recent reports suggest a fall-off in the
presentation of AIDS and AIDS related conditions. (ARC) by
homosexual and bi~~xual men in New York 3 , Given the long lead
time inherent in the manifestation of symptoms following
exposure to the HIV virus, these figures are already
remarkab 1e.. In a bleak 1andscape they provi de ali tt 1e
light.

Public education, in some circumstances at least, may

have an impact on the containment of AIDS,
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Most citizens, however. are impatient with such
approaches to the urgent problems of AIDS.

Their impatience

grows when theY learn of the death of a young person from AIDS
or that the child of a relative has suddenly presented positive
to the HIV antibodies test.

In these circumstances there is a

natural reaction of anger which must be understood by lawmakers
and those who advise them.

There is a demand for urgent,

radical action.

if spreading of the virus causes a

They ask:

condition likely to produce death. Why is that not the crime of
murder or manSlau9hter 4? In such circumstances why should
not the strongest measures of law-enforcement be invoked as a
statement of society's standards and for the defence of human
life: as an inhibition (for fear of punishment) against
irresponsible behavior which might cause death: and to provide
a means of retribution which will satisfy the anger of society.
given the drastic consequences of such irresponsibility?
I leave aside the question of whether spreading the HIV
infection. knowingly, wilfully, or with reckless indifference
to the consequences, does not already
to the law.

constitut~

a crime known

My concern is not the enactment or enforcement of

laws which satisfy the anxieties and punitive instincts of
society.

Nor is it the practical necessities of politics which

operate upon the political leaders of many lands, particularly
where they are immediately and repeatedly accountable in
popular elections.

I am not even concerned in this address

with the symbolic operation of the law. in stating society's
standards - although I acknowledge that the law has such a role
to play.

What concerns me, in the urgent predicament which our
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. countries, and the international community face with the advent
spread of AIDS. can be simply stated.

It is:

what laws

effective, urgently to reduce the
and policies will be most effective.
spread of this deadly condition of risk?

, ".

The passage of laws, it is true, may have a very small

part to play in achieving this 90al.

fears to some extent.

It may settle social

Because of the role of hysteria in

earlier epidemics, that could well have an important value of
its ·own S ,
,its

might. in the Realpolitjk of democratic societies
It might,

satisfy the politicians for a time. so that they leave alone

ac1llal containment
the public health officials concerned in the actual
of the spread of the epidemic.

course,
Of course.

it

is unlikely that

fear of prosecution (or a fine of substantial proportion) will
really deter many people from conduct which may already be
criminal in any case.

a,by now,reasonably
Such conduct carries a,bY

well known risk of lethal infection.

If

people will not be

deterred from exposing others. and exposing themselves, to the
risk of death from an incurable infection, it is somewhat naive
to believe that they will be deterred by the risk of
prosecution, conviction. a fine or even imprisonment.

For the

most part, behavior modification in the activities which result
in the spread of AIDS must be achieved outside the courtroom.
the police station, the investigating magistrate's office or.
the prison.
In practical terms. it would probably make much more of
an impact on the spread of AIDS to target public education at
getting the risks and means of preventing the spread of the HIV
virus into the minds of young people at the times when they are
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fIlost likely to be active sexually or Using intravenous drugs .

. I~

i§

then that the risks which they run and the preventive

measures they must take. Should be fully canvassed if we are
s~rJ.ous

about containment.

Until there ;s a vaccine or a cure

foc .. AIOS, prevention is the vital objective of every serious

and effective public campaign against this virus.

Prevention

may mean desisting from conduct (whether sexual .or in the use
'_ of intravenous drugs) which exposes the subject to risk.
.~xp~r;ence
~n

But

teaches that, in modern conditions. such self-denial

these activities is unlikely to attract the great majority

of the populations at risk.

For those who persist in

potentially risky activity. the target of lawmaking and public
policy must be to minimise the risks of the spread of
infection.

Removing those risks may be extremely difficult.

Eliminating them totally may be impossible.

For example, even

members of high risk populations who use condoms for sex or
clean syringes for drug taking may sometimes lapse.

Absolute

protection is the goal.
But. looking at this issue realistically in

mac£D

and not miGcn

terms, it must be recognised that complete protection will not
be achieved.
These lessons in the horne truths of any major. let alone
international, campaign for public health. are more the
province of an epidemiologist.

From the lawyer's point of

view. this simple instruction may be derived.
tCllst jn the Jaws.

Pm not YOIIC

SUCh laws as are passed should be

efficient, COSt effective and. so far as possib'le.
non-discriminatory and just,

A reflection on the AIDS

eDidem~c
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demonstrates the high risk which exists that it will bring in
its train costly. ineffective, discriminatory and unjust laws,

In the past, there has not been a great deal of
systematic attention to the science of jurisprudence.

Laws

have simply been made. in accordance with domestic tradition.
as they are seen to be needed.

There has been comparatively

little attention to designing and targeting laws in such a way
as will differentially achieve their often ill defined

objectives.

Furthermore, there has been comparatively little

examination of the actual operation of laws, once made.

It is

simply assumed that they will achieve their objectives and
little attention is paid to the extent to which (if at all)

this assumption is warranted by the experience of the law in
operat;'on.

It will be no bad thing if the important and urgent

problems presented by the intercontinental presentation of
AIDS. causes the attention of lawmakers in every land - and
those who advise them - to be addressed to the necessity to be
somewhat more rigorous in the design of laws than we have
typically been in the past.

So far as AIDS is concerned. the

motivation for greater precision should surely be there.
stake is nothing

les~

At

than the lives of many generally young.

potentially productive citizens, With much otherwise to offer.
A concentration on the effectiveness of lawmaking could
have a beneficial consequence.
that this will happen.

However, it is by no means sure

For example, it may be concluded that

the best thing our societies could 00 to combat the spread of
AIDS would be to provide universal and explicit instruction to
young peop 1e in schoo 1 concern i n9 the prevent ive measures wh i ch
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they should take to protect themselves from eXPosure to
infection.

There will be some (perhaps the majority) in

SUPPort that approach.
countries such as my own who would SUPPOrt

But

there will be many (perhaps the majority) ;n other countries
who for reasons of religion, perceived morality or tradition
would resist such instruction to children of tender age in
matters of sexuality and drug takingS,

Their fear would be

minds, could undermine
that such instruction. given to immature minds.

traditional morality and raise curiosity in the young about
activities of which many would otherwise long remain innocent.

The views of such people must be respected.

But;n
But
in the end it

will be for governments and legislators. with their duty to

vulnerable citizens of the future to decide the
young and vUlnerable
answer to this equation.

Is it preferable to acknowledge the

risk that. out of ignorance. some young people will acquire the

HIV infection rather than to attempt (inevitably without
universal success) to protect them by sex instruction and
instruction in drugs which may have the unwanted consequence of
encouraging experimentation. which wouid not otherwise have
taken place.

This;s
This
is a cruel question to pose.

But it is a

question which will have to be answered urgently. unless a
remarkable and unexpected breakthrough presents a vaccine and a
cure which removes the blight of AIDS from the 1 ives of
increasing numbers of young people in many lands.
Three reasoos for optjmism abo!!! AIDS laws

There are three reasons for OPtimism
optimism abOiJt
about the impact
which AIDS will have upon the law.

The first is to be derived

from the international character of the challenge.

This

~as
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response.
already produced an international resPonse.

COQPeration
By cooperation

stimulated by WHO, an example will be given of the way in which
humanity - with all of its divisions - can at a critical moment
in hUman
human history come together to combat a common problem, It
will not be feasible (at least far the overwhelming majority of
countries) to tackle lawmaking and policy development to deal
with AIDS alone.

It wi 11 be necessary, if the measures are to

be successful - for a high degree of coordination ;n lawmaking
achieved,
and public policy to be aChieved.

The introduction of punitive

policies in one country may provoke a
or discriminatory laws or POlicies
"ripple effect" in lawmaking.

They may stimulate the enactment

of retaliatory laws and policies.

This risk must be remembered

by all countries - but especially by countries with large

travelling,
numbers of their population engaged in travelling.
SecondlY, as I have said, the urgent·
urgent" need to find
Secondly,
effective well targeted laws and policies may stimulate
attention to efficient lawmaking and policy development.

The

goal is law which achieves its objective with minimal
interference in basic human rights and maximum att.ention
at~ention to the

justice.
avoidance of discrimination and the achievement of Justice.

Of

course, justice necessarily includes justice for the
course.
overwhelming majority of the population presently free of

AIDS,
exposure to AIDS.

Their right to be protected from infection

makes a strong dem2nd uPon lawmakers.

But if that protection

is to be achieved, it is essential that the laws which are
passed should be designed to promote behavior modification in
the respects in
,n which it is essential if AIDS is to be
contained.

":.1

Punitive laws which merely add to tile
tne affliction of
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AIDS patients the burden of discrimination and stigmatisation
are likely to reinforce a ghetto mentality at the same time as
they increase suffering,

They are unlikely to achieve the

objective of protecting the un infected population.
Thirdly. it is possible that AIDS will result in the
necessity of completely fresh approaches to the legal
regulation of sexual activity and drug taking - if only out of
the self protection of a vulnerable society.

In the past, the

law's punitive approach to these activities has not only been
frequently ineffective.

It has alsa sometimes caused

individual injustice and promoted cynicism about. and direspect

for.

~he

law.

Even now we see the same tendency to

discriminate against and to stereotype people with AIDS. ARC or
people in the suggested high risk groups.

Thus, homosexuals

stress the growing number of heterosexuals presenting with HIV
infection.

Homosexuals and bisexuals point to the increasing

number of IV drug users presenting. so that in New York. now.
they include nearly 50% of all new cases.

Western Europeans

point to the African states as a major source of

t~e

infection

and some screening policies have been designed accordingly.
The healthy point to the haemophiliacs.

There has always been

discrimination against the handicapped,
To achieve the only practical present objective of
containment, it will be essential to avoid such discrimination
and the tendency of denial that is inherent in discrimination.
AIDS is not someone else's problem.
of us,

It is the problem of all

The best ethical judgments about AIDS will be derived

from sound data. not data dlstorted by stereotyping
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preconceptions or wishful thinking.

It is precisely because of

the urgency of the problem presented by AIDS that it is
essential to win the cooperation of all groups specially at
risk, and indeed of the entire population - especiallY
especially the
risk.
This is why the developing policies on AIDS may

young.

necessitate more rational laws and policies to deal with human
sexuality and drug taking.

Out of the misfortune af AIDS may

come more rational and effective laws and policies in this

regard.
VIRUSES
THREE NEW VIRIJSES

An important anno!!ncement

With this background, I am able to make an important
announcement which I previously foreshadowed at a conference
by the French Government in Paris in October last.
organised bY

It is that three new strains of the AIDS virus have been
discovered.

unseemly contest as to
I want there to be no unseemlY

Europe. on the other side of
whether they were discovered in Europe,
the Atlantic or elsewhere.
me in Sweden.
discovery.

finally isolated bY
by
They have been finallY

I make no claim for financial reward from this

It is one which must be shared with humanity.

In

case, since the collapse of the stocK markets, one-third of
any case.
the value of Australian shares has been wiped out.
is now a developing country.

Australia

It stands shoulder to shoulder

with the other developing countries in the struggle against
AIDS.
The three new viruses I have designed HIl-I. HIL-II, and
HIl-III.
HIL-III.

They are, of course,
course. mutants of the same AIDS virus.

As we all know,
know. the AIDS (HIV) virus is susceptible to
mutation.

The virus of which I speak is not a physical one,
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detectable under the microscope in a laboratory.

It is

, nonetheless a tangible development which may be detected in a
growing number of societies.

In some ways it is as frightening

and dangerous as the AIDS virus itself.

It attacks not the

bodY of an individual victim: but the body politic.

In this

way it reaps its dangerous harvest amongst many citizens.
Happily there is a ready cure.
measures.

There are numerous preventive

Awareness of the virus is, as usual. the first step

in combating its spread.
I should explain that "HIL" are the initials which stand
for "Highly Inefficient Law".

HIL-I is mandatory testing of

the entire population for the HIV antibodies.

HIL-II is

mandatory testing of particular groups who are vulnerable and
who are deemed especially at risk.

HIl-III is the mandatory

requirement of a certificate at the frontier demonstrating a
negative antibody test as a precondition to entrance.

I shall

proceed to describe each of the mutants of the AIDS virus in
turn.
HI! -I· universal mandatary testing

So far this virus has not been definitely detected.

But

it has been rumoured in a number of countries and others appear
to be moving towards isolating it.

When, for example, the

Reagan Administration in the United States of America announced
its policy in connection with AIDS, there was much talk 'of
mandatory testing of a large number of groups - migrant
workers, applicants for immigration entry. applicants for
marriage licences, the defence forces. police and prison
inmates and others.

The aggregation of these targets presents

14 --- 14

the possibility
possibility af
af aa small
small step
step towards
towards universal
universal mandatory
mandatory
the
testing af
of the
the whole
whole population.
population.
testing

Public opinion
opinion polls
polls in
in several
several countries
countries have
have
Public
demonstrated widespread
widespread popular
popular support
support for
for such
such aa measure.
measure. It
It
demonstrated
must be
be acknowledged
acknowledged that
that there
there would
would be
be some
some advantages.
advantages.
must
could accompany
accompany aa major
major public
public education
education campaign.
campaign.
could

It
It

The very
very
The

step of
of testing
testing for
for the
the antibodies
antibodies would
would reinforce
reinforce community
community
step
realisation of
of the
the seriousness
seriousness of
of this
this challenge
challenge to
to the
the public
public
realisation
health of
of our
our communities.
communities.
health

Furthermore. the
the test
test would
would
Furthermore.

identify some
some people
people who
who would
would not
not otherwise
otherwise be
be found
found to
to have
have
identifY
the virus.
virus.
the

Only aa universal
universal teSt
teSt would
would identify
identify everyone
everyone with
with
Only

positive reaction
reaction to
to the
the antibodies
antibodies test.
test.
aa positive

The test
test would
would
The

cases, provide the first step on the path to self
also. in many cases.
particularly amongst those who test negative.
protection, particularlY
The proposal could also have political advantages.

It

would be the most dramatic way of doing something which
affected everyone in connection with AIDS.

It would carry the

reminder of the earlier universal testing and vaccination
campaigns, eg for tuberculosis and poliomyelitis.
are the arguments against?

*

What then

many:There are rnany:-

Unlike tuberculosis and polio, the AIDS tests lead to no
cure for the infected and no vaccination for the
uninfected.

The question is posed what would be done

with the information so procured?

Unless a mass scale

program of quarantine is to be contemplated.
contemplated, the
simply provide an extremely
positive results would Simply
expensive. universal eoidemiological data base.

We do

not have enougn barDed Wlre. nor the guardS and other
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paraphernalia to isolate completely the large numbers ;n
our population who would test positive to the HIV
antibodies,

Nor would such quarantine be warranted.

Many such people, so long as they do not engage in risky
activities. present no threat to society.

Their

economic contribution to society is stil, significant.
The costs of isolating them would be prohibitive.
would be a burden on them and their families.

It

It would

not be warranted by the risk they present. at least if
education and same laws can encourage them to take
measures which diminish the risk of the spread of the
infection.

*

It has been estimated that two in one thousand tests
present with "false Positives"?

is significant.

The cost of the test

Such cast necessarily diverts available

funds from research for the cure and for a vaccine and
assistances to the ill and to their "carers".

The

public health casts of AIOS will be already enormous.
Adding to those casts a universal testing program would
be a mast inefficient use of resources.

*

Because the present test is for the antibodies, and
because these take a time after infection to manifest
themselves. there would be many who would slip through
the net of universal testing. although already exposed
to the virus.

Such people would not be detected unless

mandatory testing were constantly repeated.

Such

repetitlon would also be necessary for people entering
the country, unless the mandatory

t~sting

within a
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country were accompanied by mandatory requirement of a
certificate at the frontier (HIL-III).

Yet even such

certificates. On current tests. would be inadequate.
They might have been taken during the "window period".
They might have been taken immediately before an
exposure to the virus led to infection.

*

Furthermore. there must be weighed against the marginal
utility of universal testing for epidemiological
purposes, the costs involved - not only in economic
terms but in the risks of discrimination.

A study of

past epidemics shows how our communities generally try
to identify those "responsible" for the infection.

For

example. in early Australian epidemics. the Chinese were
usually b1amed B. The risk of the provision of a
universal data base of all persons with the HIV virus is
one which the history of this century should teach us to
avoid.

Stigmatisation of particular groups, and the

wipping up of hatred against them. has been a blight on
recent human history.

We should ensure that we do not

repeat it in confronting AIDS.
In short, mandatory universal testing would have comparatively
few benefits.
inefficiencies.

It would involve large disadvantages and many
There will be pressure on politicians in many

lands to introduce such measures.

They should be warned of the

HIL-I virus and of its costly and pernicious effects.
HIj -II· mandatory resting of V!Jlnerahle grolJps

The mandatory testing of
more common pnenomenon.

~IL-II

Vl.J~;leiaole

grouos is a much

has been reoorted in many
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countries.

For example, there are reports that applicants for
wark permits in Kuwait must be certified as HIV negative 9 ,

Similarly. foreign workers applying for a resident's permit in
the city of Klagenfurt in Austria are required to be certified
as HIV negative 10 .

The Bavarian Ministry of the Interior has

recently given notice that applicants for a residence permit in
Bavaria will be required to undergo a test for HIV antibodies.
The requirement does not apply to aliens whose residence abroad
has been temporary or to nationals of the member states of the
European Commun,ties or of certain other Western European
countries 11 ,
In India. all foreign students admitted to educational
institutions are now required to undergO an antibodies test
within a month of their arrival.

If a student is found to be

sero positive, he or she is deported forthwith.

Foreign

students who have already been in India for some time are not
required to undergo the test, except in the event that they
leave the countrY and thereafter return to India to complete
studies.

Furthermore, all foreigners, except the staff of

diplomatic missions, who apply to stay in India for more than a
year are now required to undergO the HIV antibodies test 12 .
It has been reported that medical examinations are
carried out in Belgium on a number of categories of persons
coming from abroad or returning to Belgium.
includes a test. for HIV antibodies.

The examination

The persons examined

include students and trainees from foreign countries proceeding
to Belgium under development cooperation programs.

It is

understood that a draft regulation to authorise these
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administrative practices is presently under discussion in the
Belgian Council of Ministers.

w~

It is true that HIL-II is not as dangerous as HIL-I. It
is infinitely less expensive in social costs. It is also true
that it has certain political advantages. It tends to leave
the local population alone. It tends to concentrate on
language.
foreigners. If they are foreigners of different language,
race, colour and appearance. such measures may even prove
tendency. with AIDS.
popular. They may draw strength from the tendency,
to consider the condition as something affecting others and not
ourselves. It is as if there is a reversion to Biblical times.
with the belief that the infection will pass over the protected
population and affect only others against whose risks that
population needs to be safeguarded.
What are the costs of this approach to AIDS regulation?
HIL-II presents many of the problems already isolated with
HIL-I. It may lull the population into a false sense of
security. It may divert attention from the urgent necessities
of research and public health education. It is so much easier
to pursue a law of this kind than to tackle the very hard
questions about educating young people concerning sexuality and
drug taking. It runs the risk of causing discrimination and
even of promoting xenophobia. It runs the risk of
retaliation. If Belgium imposes such regulations on foreign
nationals visiting Belgium. many not. foreign countries consider
such laws appropriate in respect of Belgian nationals? In any
case.
case, such an approach cannot provide total security because of
the imperfections of the current antibodies test.
test, the risk that
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the subject may be in the "window period" and the even greater

risk that the subject may shortly thereafter become infected.
Unless the logic of testing is carried through. and it is
performed (at prohibitive cost) repeatedly with strict

consequences for the isolation for those found positive. the
expenditure on such tests may outweigh the utility of them.

In

short. HIL-II may be even more insidiously dangerous than HIL-I
because it can spread, at relatively little cost.

It may

produce a false sense of achievement equalled only by the
discrimination which comes in its train.
HI! -TIl-

certificates at' the frontjer

The third mutant of the HIL series is the requirement of
certificates at the frontier.
rapidly.

This virus is spreading

There was an early report of its appearance in the

Republic of Korea.

It was said that all participants in. and

visitors to. the forthcoming Olympic Games would need to
produce a certificate that they were negative to the HIV
antibodies test.
Government.

However. this was later denied by the Korean

Whether this was because of the public reaction or

the prospects that elderly tourists might be discouraged from
visiting the Games. is not certain.
Illustrations of the HIL-III virus are many.

In Saudi

Arabia it is essential that the people coming to work in the
Kingdom have a certificate indicating freedom from AIDS.

So

far this certificate has only been required in respect of
persons arriving from countries deemed to have high numbers Of
AIDS cases. eg the United States of America. Canada and several
European countries.

Those coming from other countries do not
need to produce the certificate 13 .

,:....
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In China one af the regulations governing entry and exit
procedures for aliens indicates that those suffering from AIDS
sexually transmitted diseases etc) are not
(as well as other sexuallY
eligible for an entrance visa permitting them to reside in

China for more than a year or to settle permanently14.

It is

whether sera positive persons, ie
not clear from the report Whether
without clinical symptoms, are excluded.

However. it is

provided that in the event of an alien contracting or
prOVided

manifesting AIDS and certain other diseases whilst resident in
China. the health authorities are empowered to call upon the
pol;
ce to order the person' 5 departure from Chi
pol ice
Ch i na.

There are

reports that persons arriving on flights to China are required
to sign a declaration of health to the effect that they are not
suffering from AIDS and are not sero positive.
diseases are listed in the same declaration.

Certain other
It has also been

reported that the Chinese national airline would not carry.
except on prohibitive terms. an American citizen who was
diagnosed in China as suffering from AIDS.

Special
arrangements had to be made for his evacuation 15 .
According to reports from Cuba. all persons arriving in
Cuba. other than tourists, are required to undergo testing for
HIV infection.

Why tourists should be exempted is not clear.

given that they may be more likely to carry the infection (in
some cases at least) than other entrants 16 .
In Iraq it has been provided that all aliens entering
the country are required to attend designated hospitals within
five days of arrival in order to undergo testing for HIV
infection.

Medical certificates issued by health services
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outside Iraq are not accepted.

It is not clear what is to

occur when the subject of the test proves sera positive.

A

number of persons are. apparently. exempted from this
requirement including official visitors, persons leaving the
country within five days and persons over sixty years of age 17 .,
There were reports in the media some months 890 to the
effect that sera positive entrants were being excluded from
entry to the United Kingdom.

In one case, on the basis of

of immigration officers
information which came to the attention af
at Heathrow Airport near London. entry was refused to a steward
of a United States airline.

States.

He was returned to the United

by
There is a general power under pre-existing law bY

which such officials can refuse entry to the United Kingdom of
persons suffering from communicable diseases who are considered
to represent a hazard or potential hazard to public health.
However, so far. no policies have been developed or steps taken
by the United Kingdom to prevent the entry of HIV positive
bY
generally18.
persons generallyl8.
1987,
Under the terms of regulations issued on 29 August 1987.
a number of categories of persons are now sUbject to the
requirement of testing for HIV antibodies following entry to
the Soviet Union.

These include Soviet citizens returning from

foreign assignments of more than one month's duration and
aliens coming to the Soviet Union for study, work or other
purposes for a period of more than three months from countries
lS .
where AIDS is prevalent 19
Similarly it has been reported that foreignerS applying
applYing
to stay in Bulgaria for more than a month are required to

- 22 submit to an antibody test.

It is understood that foreigners

proving sera positive are immediately deported.
HIL-III presents the same advantages and disadvantages

as HIL-II.

Especially in small countries, presently generally
generallY

free of AIDS, this measure may seem an appropriate response to
preserve the effective quarantine of an unexposed population.
However. some countries will be much more vulnerable to the
entry of the virus than others.

Those depended upon tourism,

foreign assistance, transit and other large scale movements of
population will be less readily able to resort to such

quarantine type arrangements than those which are comparatively
rel iant on foreign
isolated. self sufficient and not reliant

travellers.
The imposition of regulations at the frontier is always
a comparatively popular measure.

Those who suffer are

generally unable to have their voices heard.

When they do.

they rarely attract the attention of locals.

When that

happens. it is often as a result of retaliatory measures.
Quite apart from the casts. comparative ineffectiveness and
diversion of effort from containing the spread of AIDS.
AIDS, there
is a special reason for resistance to HIL-III.

This is the

fact that international travel is an important contribution to
international commerce, economic development and, indeed.
peace.

The risk that is run by the spread of HIL-III is that,

as one country introduces such regulations. others will
retaliate and do likewise.

Doing this will effectively

diminish the freedom of lnternational travel.
traveL
the cast of such travel.

It will add to

It will
wiil ineffectively target laws and
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Much more likelY
measures.

Concentrate on the research necessary
These should concentrate

to find a cure and a vaccine.

Pending that development, there

are other measures which can be taken to promote containment.
The most important of these, at the moment. is to secure public
awareness of the risks and how to avoid them - especially
amongst
amongst the
the young
young people
people who
who are
are most
most in
in danger.
danger,
CONC!
CONCI IISION
IISION

This paper
paper has
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presented aa number
number of
of reaSOns
reasons Why
Why an
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This
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orthodox and
and unimaginative
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AIDS is likely to be ineffective and even counter productive especially on a global scale.

The legal face af AIDS is

already apparent.

We will see its outline more clearly in the
months and years ahead 20 ,
AIDS ;s already presenting itself in the courts in many
ways.

A prisoner seeks a reduction of his sentence because of

his isolation in the prison following a positive antibodies

test 21 .

Relatives seek access to the normally confidential

data of the blood bank in order to secure the name of a blood
donor who spread his infection to the recipient of contaminated
blaod 22 . Dependants of a person who died from AIDS seek an
extension of time within which to sue, necessary because of the
long incubation period of AIDS23,

A motorist seeks to be

excused from the offence of refusing to give a blood sample for
testing because he was afraid of acquiring the virus in the
process of giving the sample 24 ,
These individual cases will be solved by the courts.
using analagous reasoning from earlier precedents.

However,

the large measures at policy and lawmaking will be decided by
administrators and legislators.

There are some reasons for

oPtimism that they will act with restraint and wisdom,

These

include the growing recognition of the need for attention to
the cost effectiveness of lawmaking on AIDS as on other
topics,

To be effective. it may become essential to adopt

wholly novel approaches to laws relevant to human sexuality dnd
drug taking.

The necessity to do this will become imperative

if a cure and a vaccine are not quickly found,

25 --- 25
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the frontier IHIL-IIII.
Condoms and clean syringes are not required to protect
our societies from these legal mutants of the AIDS virus.

What

is required is common sense among lawmakers and the willingness
to perform. scientifically, the equations which are essential
in working out the appropriate and effective way to tackle this
unprecedented challenge to the health of mankind.

Fortunately,

the international community has WHO to provide information, to
give leadership and to stimulate the urgent search for a
vaccine and a cure.

But when it comes to lawmaking, there will

be potent forces at work in all of our societies - no matter
what their political organisation - to provide a "quick fix" to
still the growing public alarm about AIDS.
The lesson of this paper is that there is no "quick
fix".

Just as the cure for AIDS has proved so intractable to

scientific investigation, so do the laws on AIDS to the study
of social scientists.

However, just as we have made remarkable

advancements in recent years in virology,
virology. we should be no less
determined to make equal advances in the understanding of the
regulation of our societies and in the enforcement and just
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modification of dangerous behavior on the part of our people.
Out of the melanchOly predicament of AIDS may come a better
appreciation of the utility - and the limitations - of the law

when human behavior and public health are the targets of the
law's concern.
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